Please read these instructions carefully before assembling.

dnp LaserPanel™
Installation guide

dnp optical flat screen

Attention!
- Follow all assembly instructions. Incorrect assembly can lead to screen damage and invalidate the dnp warranty.
- Be two persons to install the screen.
- Be careful when handling the screen material. The surface is sensitive and can relatively easily get scratched. Use a protective covering when assembling the screen.
- Keep sharp objects away from the screen as they can scratch the surface and thereby damage the optical properties.
- Be careful of sharp corner edges when screen is installed. Keep away from children.
- In case you need to clean the screen from dust or fingerprints: Clean the screen only with feather duster or damp cloth. Apply slight pressure only and move only in direction of the lens structure.

What is in the box?

- 4x 10x 24x
- 1x

Need help?

US citizens: Contact dnp US Hotline:
- Call (714) 991–8405 for instant service- and installation support.
- Open Monday-Friday from 6:00 AM to 6:00 PM. US requests only.

All others:
- Please contact place of purchase